The q Theory of Investment with Many Capital Goods
By DAVID E. WILDASIN*
The "q " theory of investment, which re-

lates investment to the ratio of market to
replacementvalue of capital, has attracted
considerableattention in a recent series of
papers. For instance, a q variablehas been
used as an independentvariablein empirical
investment equations estimated by George
von Furstenberg(1977), von Furstenberget
al. (1980), Burton Malkielet al. (1979), and
others. These papers, however, leave somewhat unclear the theoretical rationale for
using q as an investmentdeterminant.This
has motivatedwork by Hiroshi Yoshikawa
(1980), LawrenceSummers(1981), Michael
Salinger and Summers(1981), and Fumio
Hayashi(1982),who show that undercertain
conditionsthe rate of investmentof a sharevalue-maximizingfirm is indeed a function
of q. This is an important result because it

shows that investmentequations with q an
independent variable are not ad hoc constructions.Rather, they are grounded in a
theory of the firm with an appealingbehavioralhypothesis,viz, valuemaximization.
An importantassumptionunderlyingthis
researchis that capital can be treated as a
homogeneous good. Of course, this is an
extremelycommon assumptionin the analysis of investment, and is not particularly
more bothersome in the q theory context
than elsewhere.Nonetheless, there are certain situationswhere it may be desirableor
even essentialto be able to study investment
disaggregatedby type of capital good. Thus,
the purpose of this paper is to examine
whether and how the q theory can be extendedto this moregeneralcase.1
*AssociateProfessor,Departmentof Economics,Indiana University,Bloomington,IN 47405. This note
arose from discussionswith participantsin the Spring
1982 PublicFinanceSeminarat IndianaUniversity,for
which I am grateful.Revisionswere undertakenduring
my year at Queen'sUniversity.A refereealso provided
usefulcomments.
'Two exampleswill illustratethe significanceof the
extensionto the many-capitalgoodscase (whichSalinger
and Summersidentify as one of the "two most im203

Intuitively,one would expect some difficulty with the q theory in the many-capitalgood context, as already noted by James
Tobin and William Brainard(1977, p. 243)
and by Salingerand Summers(p. 12). One
way to see why is to recallthe Tobin-Brainard
distinction between "marginal"and "average" q. As Hayashiwrites,
The "q" theory... is not operational
as long as q is not observable.Remember that q, which we call marginalq, is
the ratio of the market value of an
additionalunit of capital to its replacement cost. What we can observe is
average q, namely the ratio of the
market value of existing capital to its
replacementcost.
[p. 214]
If we knew marginalq, then econometricimplementationof the "q" theory would be quite straightforward.
Unfortunately,however,marginalq is
not directly observable.What we can
(in principle) observe is averageq....

portantarea[s]for furtherinvestigation,"p. 47). First,
relativeprice shocks or other changesin the economy
may reducethe valueof existingcapital,may makenew
investmentsin some sectors of the economy unattractive, and may make some new investmentsvery attractive, causingpreviouslyalignedmarginaland averageqs
to diverge.The 1973 changein energyprices,cited by
Salingerand Summers(p. 12), is the classic example.
Numerousstudies(see, for example,MartinBaily,1981)
suggest that this shock has effectivelyrendereda substantial amountof existingcapitalobsolete, simulanteously creatingimportantincentivesfor new investment.
Second,considerthe new "15-5-3"tax rules for depreciationof differentcategoriesof capital goods (cars
and light trucks,other vehicles and equipment,structures, etc.). Whetherone is interestedin the effects of
this policy changeon investmentdisaggregatedby these
categoriesor just the effect on aggregateinvestment,
thereis little reasonto believethat this policy changeis
adequatelydescribedby a change in averageq, or by
any othersinglevariable.Note that the inadequacyof a
single capitalgood model in this case is inherentin the
complexityof the policy changeone wishes to analyze.
Short of ignoringthe policy questionitself, thereis no
way to finessethis difficultyby assuminga singlecapital
good.
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[P]eopleare busyingthemselvesregressing investment on average q. Researchers should feel uneasy about
doing this, unless they are sure that
average q and marginalq are practically the same thing.The... [maintheorem for the case of a competitivefirm]
statesthat marginalq and averageq are
essentiallythe same....
[p. 218]
In other words,marginalq is the fundamental determinant of investment because it
shows how much increase in market value
accompaniesa dollar'sworth of investment,
while the actual stock market value of the
firmreflectsthe profitabilityof existingtotal
capital. Hayashi's main contribution is to
establish the connection between the two.
But with many capital goods, can a similar
link be forged?A seeminglylikely difficulty
is that at any particularmoment,a firm that
employs a variety of capital goods will find
that somekindsof investmentsmay be highly
attractive,othersless so, and still othersmay
be not worth undertakingat all. If so, there
will be a varietyof marginalqs, one for each
capital good. Obviously,they cannot all be
equal to the same "observable"average q.
The link between averageq and the investment-determiningmarginalqs may therefore
be broken.
To explorethis intuition formally,Section
I presents a model similar to those of
Hayashi, Summers, and Salinger-Summers,
but which allows for an arbitrarynumberof
capitalgoods. Section II brieflyrecapitulates
the main q theoryresultsfor the specialcase
of a single capital good. Section III turns to
the main issues and, as expected, confirms
the above intuition: in general,total investment in many capital goods cannot be expressedas a monotonicfunctionof q. Necessary and sufficientconditions for this to be
possible,involvingmainlyrestrictionson adjustment cost functions, are presented, as
well as particularexamples of such func-
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uniquely a function of this vector through
the structureof the adjustmentcost function(s). This means that regressionequations
with the q variableon the left-handside and
the vector of investmenton the right-hand
side can be used to estimatethe underlying
technologyof investmentas reflectedin the
parameters of the adjustment cost function(s). Since the relationshipbetween the
vector of investment and q is many-to-one
rather than one-to-one, it cannot generally
be invertedto expressinvestmentas a function of q. (This indeed is the bad news noted
above.) Thus, we cannot use estimatesfrom
such an equationto predicttotal investment,
conditional on q. Despite this limitation,
however,the q theory approachstill proves
of value if one's interest is to determine
structuralparametersgoverning the investment process.
I. The Model

For the sake of simplicityin exposition,I
assume the complete absenceof personalor
corporate taxes, and of debt finance. The
results generalizeto a model which includes
those of Hayashi and Summersas special
cases, however.2
The first step in constructingthe model is
to integrate the firm's share value equilibriumcondition
(1)

(p + ?rg)V=

P+Div,

from t = 0 to t = x, invoking a boundedness
condition, to solve for the equilibriumvalue
of shares outstanding at t = 0:
(2)

V(O) = |i

00

Div dt,

where
(3)

p(t)=exp(-

t(p+ rg)ds).

tions.

Section III does not only contain this bad
news, however.It also presentsan important
positive result. I derive a relationshipbe-

Here and below all variablesshould be considered time dependent unless otherwise

tween q and the vector of investment in the

2A versionof this papercontainingthis extensionis
availablefrom the authoron request.

variouscapital goods, which shows how q is
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stated, althoughtime argumentswill be suppressedexcept where they are essential.We
have V = aggregatenominal value of shares
outstanding;p = exogenouslygiven real rate

of return on equity; 7Tg= exogenously given

rate of change of generalprice level; Div =
nominaldividendspaid out, and a dot above
a variabledenotes a time derivative.
At any momentof time, the firmreceivesa
flow of cash from sales of output, and expends cash on hiringvariablefactorsand on
investment,includingadjustmentcosts. Any
remainingcash flow is paid out as dividends,
which are assumedalways to be positive (or
at least the nonnegativityconstraint is ignored). I assume that output is a linear
homogeneousfunctionF(K, L) definedover
the vector K= (K...,Km)T

The price of output is Po, w = (w,..., w) is

the vector of variableinput prices, and p =
(Pi,...,Pm) is the vector of capital goods
prices, all in nominal terms. The stock of
capitalgoodj evolves accordingto
(4)

Kj = Ij - jKj

whereIj is grossinvestmentand Sjis the (not
necessarilytime invariant)proportionalrate
of depreciation.The firm incurs adjustment
costs when undertakinginvestment,which is
assumedto take the form either of lost output or of waste of the good being invested.
Specifically,let F(I, K) be a linear homogeneous adjustmentcost functionshowingunits
of lost outputwhen the vector of investment
is I=(I,...,Im)

sumed to be twice continuously differentiable; the m X m matrix d2F/lIjdIj, is
assumed positive definite; d241/81j2 is assumed positive; %j(0,Kj) = F(0,..., 0; K) =

0; and (Ij, Ki) > 0 < F(I, K), for all I, K.
Given these assumptions,we can write
(5)

K)]-wL)

K
j)],

or, substitutinginto (2),
(6)

(0)=

{Po [ F(K,L)-

- wL -

j[ pjj + pj(Ij,

F(I,K)]
K)] }dt.

The firm'sproblemis to choose paths for
L and I to maximize(6) subjectto (4). AssociatingauxilaryvariablesAjwith (4), we have
the following necessary conditions for an
optimum,letting subscriptson F, F, and (
denote partialderivatives:
(7)

poFLA-wk

=

0, all k, t;

(8) AXi
-[ pF, j +

(1 + 4)]

(9) -A

rFK)-P(Kj

-=FK
[O(

u= 0, ally,t;
-XjAj,

allj, t;
(10)

and the stock of capital is

K, and let %((Ij,Kj) be a linear homogeneousadjustmentcost functionshowingunits
of goodj lost frominvestmentIj givencapital
Kj. Both kinds of adjustmentcosts appearin
the literature;presumablyone or the other
would be more appropriate in particular
cases. Actually, still more generalforms are
conceivable,but considerationof themwould
not change the results of this paper. Here I
shall carry both kinds of adjustmentcosts
throughmost of the formalanalysis,focusing
later on one or the other special case as
convenient.In addition to linear homogeneity, the adjustment-costfunctions are as-

Div= (po[F(K,L)-r(I,
- Ej[p Ij + p1(I,

of stocks of

m capital goods and the vector L =
(LI,...,L)rT of flows of n variablefactors.
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liin XA(t)Kj(t) = 0, allj.

t- *oo

II. The Single CapitalGoodCase

Let us first review the principalresultsof
the q theory for the special case m =1. We
begin by interpreting(8) as an equationdeterminingthe optimalI (droppingthe capital
good subscript)as a function of the shadow
price of capital, A, and other variables.The
problemwith this equationis that it cannot
be estimated as it stands, since X is unobservable.However,Hayashiproves that

(11)

X(0)K(0) =V(0),

by a method of proof explainedin the next
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section. This equationsays that the shadow
value of the initial capital stock is equal to
the currentstock value of the firm. What is
crucial about (11) is that it allows one to
solve for X(O)and thus to rewrite(8) in a
form moresuitablefor empiricalapplication.
Specifically,by the homogeneityof F, note
that F(I,K)=KF(I/K,1)=Ky(I/K),

so

that F' = y' is the lost output per unit increaseof investment.Similarly,one may define 4(I/K)

KO(I/K,1).

Then, recalling

that p is the price of the capital good, (poy'
+ po')/p is the adjustmentcost, in dollars,
per dollar'sworth of investment.Using (11)
in (8), we have an equationfor I/K;
(12)

[poy'(I/K)+

p '(I/K)]/p
=

V/pK -1

Q

or
(13)
where h(*)

I/K=
=

h(Q),

[(pOy'(*)+ pO'(*))/p]1

and

whereQ is Tobin'sq minus 1.
The existenceof the inversedefiningh(-)
in (13) is assuredby the convexityof y and
4. Thus, the rate of investment-or (multiplying both sides of (13) by K) the level of
investment-is an increasingfunction of Q.
Depending on the form of the adjustment
costs (i.e., whetherthey involve lost output,
with P 0, or wastedinvestmentgoods, with
r- 0), we can use (13) in a regressionof
I/K on Q to identifyparameterscharacterizing the adjustmentcost technology, as in
Summersand Hayashi.
Notice that the crucialcontributionof the
q theory in the single capital good case is
that it permitsone to replacethe unobservable shadow value X by V/K, from (11),
which allowsone to writethe first-ordercondition for investment,(8), in a form that can
be estimated.3
3Hayashiand Summersstressthe "observability"
of
averageq (see the quotationin the openingdiscussion
attributedto Hayashi, for example),and indeed (11)
does appearto confirmthat an unobservableshadow
valuecan be expressedin termsof currentlyobservable
variables.Unfortunately,this is not possiblein a world
with taxes. As discussedin the unpublishedversionof
this paper, a "tax-adjusted"Q of the sort used by
Hayashi and Summerscannot be estimated without
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III. The GeneralCase
A. Unobservabilityof the Shadow Values
of Capital

Let us returnto the generalmany capital
good case. From (8) one sees that each Ij
depends on the own-shadowprice Xi and,
throughthe function I)j, on the amount of
investmentin other capital goods, as well as
on variousparameters.In fact, (8) can now
be seen as a system in which the investment
levels {I. } are all jointly determined by
shadow values for all capital goods and by
other parameters.Of course,this systemcannot be used as it stands to estimatea system
of investmentequationsbecause the X.-sare
not observed.The naturalquestionis whether
the A.s can be eliminated,as in the single
good case, by using the market'sforwardlooking valuation of capital as reflectedin
the stock value.
We can proceedto answerthis questionby
applying Hayashi's essential insight in the
many-capitalgood case, and write,by (10),
(14)
lim Aj (t) Kj (t)

j (0) Kj(0) =j X(0) Kj(0)-

(XjK + xjkl) dt.

Using (7), (8) and (9), we have
(15)

= [PO( FKK]-F1Kj

-X IK]-Xjkj
-rl

-pj'I

j j)+
-

k( POFLK

pj1( iJ

+

-

Wk)Lk

4F K1)I

knowing the expected time path of all personal and
corporatetax policy parameters(with the exceptionof
the investmenttax credit),andexpectedfuturetax policy
is not directlyobserved.To get around this problem,
Hayashi,Summers,and Salinger-Summers
assumethat
agentsheld staticexpectationson tax policy parameters
in every sampleperiod,and on this basis they are able
to compute Q-type variableswhich are then used in
their regressions;unfortunatelytheirestimatesare thus
dependenton the maintainedhypothesisof staticexpectations.It is regrettablethat the trueobservabilityof Q
that obtains in the simple taxless world of this paper
does not carry over to a world with taxes, for if a
tax-adjustedQ reallywereobservableit wouldbe possible (in a single capital good world) to estimatepolicyinvariantparametersof an investmentequation.
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At this point the derivation of the taxadjusted Q breaks down. In the single
capital-goodcase, homogeneityof F and F
(applicationof Euler's theorem)allows one
to use (6) and (14) to produce (11). By
contrast,with many capital goods, integrating and summingoverj (using (6) and (14))
yields
(16)

1i Aj (O)Kj (0), = V(O).

This equation, the many capital-goodanalogue of (11), has the same intuitiveinterpretation: the shadowvalue of the initial capital
stock is equal to the current stock market
value of the firm. However,there is also a
fundamental difference between the two
cases: whereas (11) allows one to estimate
the single shadowvalue of capitalfrom V(O)
and K(O),(16) revealsthat V(O)is an initial
capital-weightedsum of the multipleshadow
prices,Xj,and cannotbe used to identifyany
one shadow price. In short, the many marginal qs, representedby the Xis, cannot each
be estimated by the one average q, representedby V(O),confirmingthe intuitively
obviousclaim made in the introduction.
B. Identificationof TechnologicalParameters

The above limitation certainly does not
mean that a q-typevariablecannot be useful
for empiricalwork,however.Notice from (8)
that (at t = 0)
(17) ( po'7J+

J)Kj =

jKj -pjKj.

Summingoverj using (16), and definingthe
weights c = pjKj/pK, one has

(18) z}(( poIF,+

(DI,)/Pi wi
= V/pK-1

= Q.

Note the similaritiesand differencesbetween
(12) and (18). The latter is clearly a natural
generalizationof the former,with a q-type
variableon the right and a marginaladjustment cost term on the left. In the case of
(12), the left-handside is simplythe marginal
adjustmentcost per dollar'sworth of investment in the single capital good. In (18), the
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correspondingexpressionis a weightedsum
of the marginaladjustmentcost per dollarof
investmentfor each of the m capital goods.
The weights are simply the value share of
each capital good in the firm'sinitial capital
stock.
If one had observationson individualI-s
and Kjs, (18) could be used as the basis of an
econometricmodel in which Q is regressed
on the left-hand side variables, which are
functions of the vector (I, K). Given a
time-series for all relevant variables, one
could estimatethe parametersof the adjustment cost function(s), in either of the two
specificationswe have permitted(i.e., "lost
output"or "lost capital").
As an example, one might suppose that
adjustmentcosts take the form of wasted
capital,and that each j is a quadratic:
K ) = (aj/2)(
D%(.Ij,

j/K)2

, allj.

Then, by (18), one has
(19)

Q = Ejajoj ( Ij/Kf )

which, if formulatedas a linear regression
model, would yield estimatesof the parameters a.. It would of course be possible (and
desiraile) to consider many other specifications as well.
C. Investment Equations

As we havejust seen, the q theory can be
used to formulateequationsfor the estimation of adjustmentcost parameterswith many
capital goods as well as with a single capital
good. The parallelbetween the two cases is
incomplete,however,becausewhile (12) can
be invertedto give the rate of investmentas
a function of Q, this is not possible in the
many-goodcase. That is, the value of Q does
not, in general,uniquelydetermineeitherthe
rate of investmentin value terms,pI/pK, or
the levelof investment,pI. This conclusionis
obvious from (18), since it is perfectlyclear
that the left-hand side is not, in general,
equal to a monotonicfunctionof pI/pK, as
would be requiredfor the derivationof the
investmentrate as a functionof Q.
To see this negativeconclusionin a different way, let us suppose that such an invest-
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ment equationcan be written,and ask what
restrictionson the modelareimpliedthereby.
It is convenientto start with the case where
adjustmentcosts take the form of wasted
capital (i.e., F = 0), since it is easier and
more complete results are available. I hypothesizethat
pI/pK =h(Q),

(20)

where h'> 0, that is, the investment rate
depends only on Q. Using (18), this is
equivalentto

like (20) to hold. Note that this implies that
the function h is just the adjustmentcost
parameter,a.
This demonstrationcan be repeated, essentially intact, for the case where total
investment pI is expressed as a function
h(Q pK), Q being correctedby pK in order
to provide the necessaryhomogeneityproperty. Beginning,then, with the analogue of
(21), namely,
(21')

pI = h ( EZ

pK),

one derives(22) just as before.Thus:
(21)

pI/pK=

where I define

)

J ( II/Ki)

h(j
(Ij/Kj)

= j (Ij(/Kj,1).

In general,any given total investmentrate
pI/pK can be the result of widely different
levels of investmentIj in individualcapital
goods, depending on output prices, capital
goods prices, variablefactor prices, and initial capitalstock. If (21) is to obtain in all of
these situations,then it should hold identically in I, K, and p. Thus, differentiating
with respectto Ii, we have (aftercancellation
of p /pK)
(22)

1= h'()'(.),allj.

This implies that '( *) =
( *.) for all j, j'
and for all Ij, Ij,, which means that f'( *) = a,

a constantindependentof j, for all j. Using
the fact that <%(0)=0 and 0( 0)>0, this
conditioncan be integratedto yield
(23)
(rJ/K.)
or
(23')

=

(I/K)2,

for allj;

PROPOSITION 1: Suppose adjustment costs
take the form of wasted capital goods. Then
the total investment rate (or total investment)
can be expressed as a function of Q (or QpK)
if and only if each adjustment cost function is
identical and quadratic. In addition, the total
investment rate (or total investment) must be
linear in Q (or in QpK).

Now let us considerthe case whereadjustment costs take the form of lost output. We
again suppose (20) holds for all values of I,
K, and p, and use (18) to express this relation as
(24)

=0.

pI/pK-h(Zjp0oF1j/pJ)

First, differentiating(24) with respect to pj,
yields
(25) pj,Ij,= [h(Q)-h'(Q)Q]

pj,Kj.

Summingoverj' and using (20), we find that
%(Ii, Ki) = alf/2Kj,

allj.

In other words, it is possible to write an
investmentequationlike (20), such that the
rate of total investmentdependsuniquelyon
Q, only if the adjustmentcost functions are
quadraticand identical. By the same token,
it easily follows from (23) and (18) that
Q = apI/pK in this case, so that the identical quadratic specificationis sufficient, as
well as necessary,for an investmentequation

(26)

h(Q) = h(Q)-

h'(Q)Q,

which cannot hold, given h'> 0. Thus, (20)
cannot possibly be valid unless all capital
good prices are fixed. To draw out the remaining implications of (20), I now make
this assumption:
Then (20) holds if and only if (24) holds
identically in (I, K). By the implicit function
theorem, this can occur only if the derivativeof
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pI/pK - h(Yj1p0(dF/Id)K1wJ/pJ) with respect to every Ij and K1, is zero. For if this
condition is not met, it would be possible to
solve for, say, I, in terms of (I2,..., I, K),
which is to say that (24) would be valid only
for some unique value of I,. Clearly this condition that all 2m derivatives of the left-hand
side of (24) be zero will not, in general, be met.

The economic and mathematicalcontent
of this restrictionare given in
PROPOSITION 2: Suppose adjustment costs
take the form of wasted output. Then the total
investmentrate can be written as a function of
Q if and only if (a) the relative prices of all
capital goods are fixed, and (b) the weighted
average marginal adjustment cost per dollar's
worthof investmentin each capital good (where
the weights are each good 's value share in the
initial capital stock) must depend only on the
rate of total investment independently of the
composition of investment and of the initial
capital stock. Condition(b) holds if and only if
F(I, K) satisfies
(27)

1jpoF11
,,(/pipP,
po01?,w pOrF,
pjpK
pjl/pK
pI/pK

POFIJKJ,YJ
'

for allj', j" = Im, m andfor all (I, K).

The verbal statementof condition (b) in
this resultfollows directlyfrom the interpretation of Q given after equation (18). The
formalstatementof (b) in equation(27) follows from differentiationof (24) with respect
to each L, K,, setting every derivativeequal
to zero and eliminatingh'.
From its verbal statementalone it is evident that not all adjustmentcost functions
meet condition(b). Similarly,(27) is a system
of 2m -1 equations, none of which would
necessarilybe satisfied by a general linear
homogeneousadjustmentcost function. Indeed, the naturalquestion to ask is whether
any adjustmentcost functioncan satisfycondition (b). Only for the class of additively
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separablefunctions have I been able to discover a definitiveanswerto this question:
COROLLARY: Suppose that adjustmentcosts
take the form of lost output, that relative
capital goods prices are fixed, and that the
adjustmentcost function is additivelyseparable
in Ij, Kj pairs: i.e., F(I, K) = E K(I,Kj).
Then condition (b) of Proposition 2 is met if
and only if each Fjis a quadraticin Ij/Kj such
that the schedule POFi/pJ of adjustment costs
per dollar's worth of investmentis identicalfor
all capital goods j, and h(Q) is linear. Formally, (b) holds if and only if there is some
constant a > 0 such that
(28a)
(28b)

Fj(Ij, K)

=

(apj1/2p0)(I1/Kj)2

h (Q) = Q/a.

The proof of this resultis easily patterned
after the demonstrationof Proposition 1,
once it is realizedthat for fixedpo andp, the
additively separable F = EiT, is formally
equivalent to the additively separable t)j
functionsconsideredin the "wastedcapital"
case. (It is easily checked that (28a) and
(28b) satisfy (27), and converselythat (27)
and additive separabilityimply (28a) and
(28b).)
Thus there is definitelyone case, albeit a
quite special one, in which the total investment rate will be uniquely determinedby
tax-adjustedQ. Other similar special cases
could presumablyarise for F functions that
are not additively separable. Any such F
must, however,satisfythe 2m - 1 restrictions
(27). The unambiguousconclusionmust be,
as stated earlier, that total investment in
many capital goods is not, in general,
uniquelydeterminedby a q-typevariable.
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